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The one paper suits all negatives

For enlarging or contact printing

-····-··-····-····One set of filters enables you to use
ILFORD MULTIGRADE
with any type of negative
With one packet of ILFORD Multigrade paper and a set of five inexpensive filters to suit the light source in your enlarger, you can produce five
clear steps or grades of contrast. Then-when you feel more confidentyou can produce intermediate grades, or even go so far as to produce
different grades of contrast in one and the same print!
ILFORD Multigrade lessens work, improves results, and saves money in
the darkroom. With other papers you may have to go to elaborate lengths
to produce a satisfactory print from a negative with contrasty sky and
'soft' foreground. The slightest lack of care-or the movement of a mask
if you have to fake in the sky from another negative-will give the whole
game away. You may have to scrap the sheet and start again.
But with Multigrade you can work miracles by softening a local area of a
print, or by increasing the contrast to any degree you wish. The effects
at your command are almost limitless ... because from very soft to very
hard, the contrast in any area or throughout the whole print is entirely
under your control.
One of the benefits that enthusiasts appreciate most in this paper is that
they have only one packet to work from, instead of having to keep up to
five separate grades open and sorted at all times. No matter how well
organised your darkroom, you will appreciate the space you save with
Multigrade.
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See how the lower number filter produces the softest result with I LFORD
Multigrade-to offset the most contrasty negative. Conversely, the filter
with the higher number enables Multigrade to give increased contrast
-to deal with the very soft negative.
The originals of these half-tone blocks were printed with a white coldcathode grid light source. Filters 1 to 5 would be used with a tungsten
lamp.

No 6
Filter

No 7
Filter

Simple printing with 5 filters and
ILFORD Multigrade

Altogether, there are seven Multigrade filters obtainable mounted or as
3t in. squares of coloured acetate foil. The mounted filters are in cardboard holders with a 2 in. circular aperture and with a lug for handling.
If yours is a condenser enlarger with tungsten lamp, you will need a set
of filters numbered from 1 to 5. These will give you substantially equal
spacing between grades of contrast.
Choose a set numbered 2 to 6 if you employ a tungsten lamp for contact
printing, and a set of filters numbered 3 to 7 if yours is a white, coldcathode grid light source.
When negatives have average contrast, use the middle number of your
filter set.
Darkroom Illumination
Scattered white light from the enlarger will spoil the quality of your
prints, so attend to any leaks from the lamphouse and negative carrier.
Use ILFORD S Savelight No. 902 (light brown) for your darkroom lamp,
and ILFORD Filter No. 205 (red) for the enlarger lens cap.

Better results than ever before, with
ILFORD Multigrade
N egatives of average contrast need the middle filter of the range advised
for your light source. Similarly you would employ the lowest number
filter with a contrasty negative and so on, in accordance with the illustrations on the previous page.
Make test strips, rinse and surface dry before you judge the exposure and
contrast. If necessary, change the filter, but remember that the higher
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number filters of any set pass less light. You will therefore need to adjust the
exposure accordingly if you decide to change filters, although the increase
or decrease required is small.
Using the recommended filter sets, these are the relative exposures if we
assume that a 10-second exposure produced a print of the required
density in the middle tones when a filter from the middle of your set was
in position.
Relative Exposures
Enlarger 'With
tungsten (opal) lamp

Contact printing with Enlarger with white
tungsten lamp
(cold cathode) light source

Filter No. 1

9 sec.

Filter No. 2

7t sec.

Filter No. 3

3} sec.

Filter No 2

9t sec.

Filter No. 3

8 sec.

Filter No. 4

6t sec.

Filter No. 3 10 sec.

Filter No. 4 10 sec.

Filter No. 4 12t sec.

Filter No. 5 11 } sec. Filter No. 6 13t sec.

Filter No. 5 14 sec.

Filter No. 6 13 sec.

Filter No. 5 10 sec.
Filter No. 7 16! sec.

Local Control of Contrast
Suppose the need is a Multigrade print of a negative with high contrast
in the sky area but a 'soft' foreground and middle distance.
Start by making a test strip of the low-contrast foreground, using the
highest number filter in the set appropriate to your enlarger light source.
Next make another test strip to find the correct exposure for the sky,
using the lowest number filter.
Now with the highest number filter in position, expose the whole sheet
for the rime you found correct for the foregro und. Change to the lowest
number filter, shade the (low-contrast) foreground, and expose for the
time proved correct by the test strip you made for the (contrasty) sky area.
This 'mixed-light' technique can be applied to many other types of subject. Remember, when you use it, to make the high-contrast exposure
first with the highest number filter in position.
Monochrome prints from colour negatives
Now that ILFORD COLORPRINT has become an established favourite,
photographic enthusiasts will be pleased to know how simple it is to
'translate' colour negatives into excellent black-and-white prints with
ILFORD Multigrade.
An exposure through a No. 1 Multigrade filter, or even without a filter,
will produce acceptable contrast and detail with most types of subject.
However, if red forms an important part of the subject-this will appear
as cyan in the negative-both the contrast and the detail will be improved
if you expose through a No. 100 (magenta) ILFORD Colorprint Correction Filter.
Simple Precautions
ILFORD Multigrade paper must be used with either a tungsten filament
or a white cold-cathode grid illuminant. It should not be used with a blue
cold-cathode grid or a mercury-vapour lamp.
D o not scratch your Multigrade filters; if you do, print quality will be
affected. Use a soft sable brush to clean them, or a damp soft cloth if they
have been neglected. Wipe carefully to avoid streaks on the filters. If
necessary, you can replace any one of your filters for a small sum of
money.
Choice of Surfaces
ILFORD Multigrade pa
is made in single weight and in double
weight, with either a glos ' surface or a velvet stipple. Choose the surface
you need.
Multi.grade is a Registered Trade M ark
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Processing
Development
Any normal bromide paper developer may be used but Ilford ID-20,
PFP and PQ Universal Developers are especially recommended. These
are all obtainable as Ilford packed developers-ID-20 and PFP in powder
form and PQ Universal as a concentrated liquid. The recommended
development time in all these developers is 1t to 2 mins. at 68°F (20°C),
but the latitude of Multigrade paper is such that this time can be increased
up to 3 rnins. in order to correct for errors in exposure.
Fixation
After development, prints should be rinsed and transferred to an acid
fixing bath such as Ilford IF-2 or Hypam Fixer. Prints should be in the
bath for about 5 mins. ( I min. if Hypam is used) and should be kept
moving. Particular care must be taken to avoid overfixation which can
result in Joss in print density.
If heated drying or glazing machines are used it is advisable to use a
hardening-fixing bath such as Ilford Universal Hardening Fixing Salt or
Hypam Fixer with Hardener. Alternatively, IF-2 may be used with the
addition of 1 part of Ilford Liquid Acid Hardener to every 20 parts of
fixing solution.
Washing
After fixation, prints should be washed thoroughly in running water for
a minimum of 30 mins.

ILFORD Multigrade Paper
has all grades of contrast
in every single sheet !
ILFORD LIMITED
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